
Supremacy 1171 

Chapter 1171 Elemental Lord Osiris' Favor. 

Although Lord Osiris owed a favor to him, this was the first time Felix was going to meet him face to 

face...So, he was a bit nervous. 

'When is the meeting?' 

'Right now preferably.' Lady Sphinx answered while sending him the invitation link. 

'Alright.' 

After keeping some distance from Earth, which now resembled a smooth icy blue marble, Felix beamed 

his spaceship and entered it. Then, he logged in to the UVR and accepted the invitation link. 

The moment Felix opened his eyes, he found himself standing in the middle of a desolate living room 

that seemed to be abandoned. 

The furniture was old and outdated, with ripped upholstery. Cobwebs covered the corners of the room 

while the curtains were torn and faded, letting in just enough light to show how desolate the room 

really was. 

The air was musty and stagnant, carrying the scent of neglect...The floorboards creaked with a bit of 

weight put on them. 

Yet, the most creepy about this entire living room was the fact that everything in it was black and white 

like it was taken from a fifties horror movie. 

With Lord Osiris' matching gloomy skin and clothes matching gloomy, he fit right in this unpleasant 

environment. 

"Sit." Lord Osiris commanded expressionlessly as he eyed Felix. 

"Thank you." Felix bowed his head in appreciation and took a seat next to Lady Sphinx, who was already 

waiting for him here. 

"Your master has informed me that you seek Lord Zurvan's powers to revive your people." Before Felix 

could nod in agreement, Lord Osiris added with a straightforward look, "If it's for this, I will save you the 

trouble, and tell you right now that you should drop this thought." 

"Pardon?" 

"While Lord Quetzalcoatl has no issues with using his powers to tamper with the life and death cycle in 

the universe, I and Lord Zurvan are the opposite." Lord Osiris stated indifferently, "Lord Zurvan will 

never be persuaded to use his powers to revive even a fly." 

"It can't be..." 

Felix was taken aback as he didn't expect for Lord Osiris to destroy his hopes before he could even 

embark on his journey...As much as he wanted to disbelieve Lord Osiris, he knew that he had no reason 

to lie to him. 
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Still, Felix wasn't planning on letting go of this mission. 

"Why not?" 

"Why do it?" Lord Osiris decided to entertain Felix, "For us elemental lords, our powers have serious 

aftermath involved. While the laws' guardians have the universe to keep them in check, we have no one. 

So, if we decided to use our powers, when does it really end?" 

"I..." 

Felix wanted to retort but found out that he had nothing! 

He completely understood Lord Osiris's point of view and realized that it took great discipline for such 

beings to keep their powers to themselves and just become mere spectators. 

Felix knew that if he said that it wasn't a problem if the powers were used for good, he would be asked 

to define 'good'. 

Was it reviving his people? There was nothing good about that as it was a mere selfish request meant to 

help Felix return his loved ones and erase the consequences of his errors. 

Sure, reviving the forty billion lives could be considered a good deed since they suffered the 

consequences of another individual. 

However, it had nothing to do with either Lord Osiris or Lord Zurvan. 

In their eyes, their death was the same as the rest of the billions of people dying on daily basis around 

the universe. 

The only difference between those two sides was that Felix came out to request for one side to be 

revived and the others were unlucky. 

If Lord Osiris and Lord Zurvan decided to fulfill Felix's request, what guilt the other people had 

committed for not receiving the same treatment? 

So, to avoid playing god with everyone's lives, most elemental lords decided to wash their hands clean 

out of anything on going in the universe, leaving things in the hands of fate and destiny. 

"I...Sigh, I already understand that it's an impossible task that is doomed to fail, but I still plan on going 

for it." Felix smiled bitterly, "If I was rejected by Lord Zurvan, then so be it. But, at least I wouldn't have 

given up midway." 

"I have given you my advice and if you are still hell-bent on wasting your favor, I won't stop you." Lord 

Osiris remarked expressionlessly. 

"Does this mean you can get us inside the Elementals Galaxy?" Felix's eyes brightened up a bit. 

"It depends on Lord Zurvan's authority on Foremother Siamese." Lord Osiris shared, "He owes me an old 

favor and I will see if it's possible to use it to grant you an entry." 

"I feel like I am taking advantage of you..." Felix said with a hesitant look. 

'You are most definitely taking advantage of him.' Thor affirmed before Lord Osiris could respond. 



All the tenants knew that it was close to impossible to owe Lord Zurvan a favor due to his inaccessibility. 

Yet, Lord Osiris was planning on wasting it for the sake of fulfilling Felix's favor! 

"A favor is a favor." Lord Osiris replied calmly. 

Fortunately for Felix, Lord Osiris refused to put a value on favors and treated them the same whether 

they came from a mortal or a god. 

"I am reaching out to him." Lord Osiris said, "You can leave if you want, I will tell you of the results 

later." 

"We would like to stay." Lady Sphinx shook her head politely. 

"As you wish, this might take a while." Lord Osiris noted with the same flat tone. Then, there was a 

deafening silence as no one spoke again for the next ten minutes. 

'How is he going to contact Lord Zurvan?' Felix asked the tenants to spend time, 'The Elementals Galaxy 

has no connection to the UVR and I doubt Lord Osiris's real body is situated there.' 

Felix's confusion was in place as knew that even primogenitors weren't that godly to communicate with 

each other across the entire universe without the help of the network, consciousness links, or 

something like this. 

If it wasn't for this, it wouldn't have been an impossible task to seek out Lord Zurvan and they would 

have done it on their own. 

'Lord Osiris is special in this department.' Lady Sphinx answered him, 'After creating his ultimate ability, 

The Death Note, every single being with a name has his soul connected with a string to Lord Osiris.' 

'So fearsome...' Felix felt chills course on his spine at the thought of having his life literally at the 

fingertips of Lord Osiris! 

He already knew about this when he first heard about The Death Note, but he manually decided to 

forget about it for the sake of his sanity as it didn't feel good to know that his life could be ended in the 

blink of an eye anytime and anywhere. 

Such god-like powers were truly destructive if abused. 

'Lord Osiris can use those strings to connect with anyone's soul and communicate with the owner 

regardless of the distance.' Lady Sphinx added. 

'Wait, even primogenitors have their souls connected to the Death Note?' Felix's eyes widened in 

disbelief, 'Doesn't that mean he can kill even elemental lords if he wanted?' 

'Well, of course.' Lady Sphinx replied calmly, 'That's what makes him considered as the most fearsome 

primogenitor of us all...He can end all lives below primogenitors' status in this universe if he desired.' 

'Dear lord...No wonder you guys refer to him as the Grimreaper...' Felix didn't know if he should feel 

scared or awed that Lord Osiris could even affect primogenitors. 



'Obviously, killing us isn't the same as killing mortals.' Elder Kraken explained, 'Souls' strength translates 

to the toughness of the death string connecting us with Lord Osiris. So, if he is going to cut it, it won't be 

easy in the slightest and he will most definitely suffer from a horrible aftermath.' 

'That makes more sense.' 

Just as Felix was about to add something, Lord Osiris interjected, "I have spoken to him. He said that he 

allows you entry and you can also bring your companions if you desired." 

"Huh? It's already done and I can even bring companions?" Felix was left utterly speechless, "How is it so 

easy?" 

Chapter 1172 Deciding The Companions! 

"It's weird, it shouldn't be this easy." 

Even Lady Sphinx was surprised as she knew that Foremother Siamese would give it her absolute all to 

keep outsiders away from her celestial body...God knows how much she tried to enter the galaxy in the 

primogenitors' era. 

The fact that Felix was given permission to bring companions made her feel even more weirded out. 

"I hope I am not prying, but what did Lord Zurvan say exactly?" Lady Sphinx asked. 

"He didn't say much...He agreed to the favor and told me he has assigned you a guide." Lord Osiris 

shared. 

"I see..." Lady Sphinx played with her whiskers thoughtfully, 'Lord Zurvan is acting as if he has already 

anticipated our arrival. Did he glance through the future and see something important related to Felix?' 

In the eyes of Lady Sphinx, this was the only thing that made sense in this bizarre situation. 

She knew that Lord Zurvan was capable of more than just glancing at the future and was believed to be 

considered the true know-it in this universe. 

Even her deep knowledge fell short before him, which was one of the main reasons Lady Sphinx kept 

attempting to enter the galaxy to score a meeting with him and get herself educated about some 

universal secrets. 

"Did he give you the guide's information?" Lady Sphinx asked. 

"Yes, I have forwarded it to you." 

"Thank you for everything, we will get out of your air now." Lady Sphinx stood up and gave a slight nod 

in appreciation. 

Felix bowed his head in gratitude as well...He wasn't certain about things coming to be this way but he 

was truly appreciative of Lord Osiris' trading his own favor for his. 

He understood that if it was another primogenitor, he would have failed to secure the entry. 

"Remember my words, child." Lord Osiris said emotionlessly, "Lord Zurvan isn't going to agree to your 

request, so focus on healing instead of putting your hopes on wishful thinking." 
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"I will keep it in mind, elder." Felix affirmed with a solemn tone. 

After they left, Lord Osiris glanced through the window of his lifeless living room and murmured, 'What 

are you planning, Zurvan?' 

As one of the oldest primogenitors, Lord Osiris used to spend a decent amount of time with Lord Zurvan 

before he decided to take on his experiment and ghost everyone. 

So, he knew him well enough to understand that Lord Zurvan never made a move unless it had an end 

goal. 

In his eyes, this must be one of them... 

... 

A couple of minutes later, Felix could be seen sitting at the round table with his tenants in his 

consciousness space. 

"Lord Zurvan allowed me to bring companions for some reason." Felix disclosed, "I have no clue why he 

went this far, and honestly I am too grateful for the opportunity to care about the whys. So, I am 

bringing Noah, Olivia, Selphie, and maybe even Bodidi with me. That worm can use the time difference 

to enhance his space manipulation, which will be extremely helpful to me in the future." 

Noah and Olivia's situation were self-explanatory. Both of them needed this journey to spend some time 

recovering from the trauma while simultaneously boosting their strength to no end. 

Felix understood that if they spent a century or more inside the Elementals Galaxy, they would have 

much higher chances of breaking through the Origin Realm. 

After all, the breakthrough required an incredible level of mental fortitude, and the only way to enhance 

it was through trauma and many experiences throughout a long period of time. 

The Elementals Galaxy had everything to make their breakthrough happen and hopefully shock the 

entire universe with the first Origin Bloodliners with a primogenitor's bloodline to be born. 

As for Selphie? Felix knew that Lady Yggdrasil would want him to take her with him when she hear about 

this godly opportunity to master more Time spells. 

Honestly, Felix wanted to take her without needing Lady Yggdrasil's request since Selphie would be a 

great help for him and Olivia when it came to learning runic spells. 

Last but not least, he wasn't convinced yet about whether to bring Bodidi with him or not. 

Though, since there wasn't really any limitation to the number of companions, Felix felt that it wouldn't 

be so bad to take him with them if he desired. 

"I am coming as well." Fenrir stated calmly, "I have already spoken to Noah and managed to convince 

him that there are many methods of revival and if he wants to explore them all, he requires the 

necessary strength." 



Everyone here knew that was nothing but mere gaslighting, but at this point, Noah really had left no 

choice to Fenrir...Either he gave him a false hope to keep carrying on living or he would remain as a 

broken shell of his former self forever. 

Who knows? Maybe he would end up accepting his little sister's death with time... 

"Did he become normal again?" Felix asked. 

"Well, he stopped talking at once now and has a crazy look in his eyes." Fenrir shared, "But, his will to 

live has returned stronger than ever. Right now, we are heading towards you." 

"That's good to hear at least." 

"I am sending a clone on this journey too." Lady Sphinx mentioned, "I can't waste such an opportunity to 

explore this mysterious galaxy finally." 

This was an understandable reaction as no one really knew how the galaxy appeared or the planets 

inside of it. 

Everyone only knew that it was packed with living inanimate objects and some rumors about the 

civilizations there. 

Obviously, Lady Sphinx wasn't just going to sightsee but must be planning to keep her clone there 

permanently. 

"I guess this should be all the members?" Felix inquired. 

"How about me..." Candace sulked. 

"I am sorry Candace, but you know I can't take you with me and leave the Void Nation without a 

figurehead." Felix smiled wryly, "I still don't trust the rest as much as you." 

" Fine, I will stay behind. Good thing you know how to sweet talk a girl." Candace giggled. 

"Thanks, I rely on you." 

Since Nimo already learned how to open void rifts and travel in them, Felix wouldn't be strapped in the 

Elementals Galaxy if he ever desired to enter the void rift. 

"Let's schedule the departure in two months." Felix stated, "I believe it's enough for everyone to arrive 

in time." 

With that, the meeting was concluded and Felix exited his consciousness to space to contact Olivia, 

Selphie, and Bodidi to update them. 

He started with Bodidi, who took the call in a heartbeat. 

"Boss! Sob, Sob, I missed you!" 

Before Felix could even speak, Bodidi broke into high-pitched sobbing with a flood of water bursting 

from his antennas. 



"I missed you too, fatty." Felix replied with a faint smile as he eyed Bodidi, who seemed to have gained 

more weight than the last time he saw him. 

Well, he was being well-fed through the many delivery orders of Malak. 

"Have you succeeded in the promotion exam yet?" Felix inquired with a serious look. 

"I have not..." Bodidi coughed in shame before adding, "But, as you know, they say that the tenth time is 

the charm." 

"You really are something to fail every year..." Felix facepalmed, feeling like an idiot for believing in 

Bodidi to succeed in his promotional exam before. 

"It's not easy!" Bodidi complained, "I checked all the boxes but I keep failing at opening mega long-

distance wormholes. It takes a lot of time to master them, you know." 

"Useless." Asna rolled her eyes at his excuse. 

Fortunately for Bodidi, Felix had believed him as he knew  that Bodidi might be lazy and dumb, but he 

wouldn't put himself through the same exam for ten years straight if he wasn't serious about passing it. 

"If time is the issue, I have a solution for it. If you are interested, meet me on Earth's moon."  

"What do you me..." 

Peep peep! 

Felix hung up on him, not planning on giving him such a piece of risky and serious information. He knew 

that Fatty worm had a loud mouth and he might expose their special situation in the open. 

Felix might have not been told to be secretive about their journey, but he still wanted to keep everyone 

on the low about it so it wouldn't bring trouble to their hosts. 

After all, the only reason everyone was behaving was due to the threat of being expelled to the void plus 

knowing that no one was entering the Elementals Galaxy. 

"Now, the hard part." Felix smiled wryly and hovered his finger over Olivia's name...As the main cause of 

her parents and friends dying, Felix didn't know how to face Olivia. 

Still, he wasn't planning to be a coward about it and leave her a message or such...He toughened up and 

sent her and Selphie an invitation link to his house. 

Just like Bodidi, it was accepted almost instantaneously, and those two beautiful flowers appeared in 

front of Felix and Asna. 

"Felix..." 

"Felix..." 

Just like twin sisters, both of them suddenly teared up after seeing Felix and they couldn't help but rush 

in to hug him, stunning Felix for a moment as he didn't expect their reaction. 

'I can understand Oli, but why is she hugging him too?' 



A bit jealous, Asna remarked in annoyance in her mind as she watched Felix pat their heads with a bitter 

smile. 

Still, she didn't break the hug and remained quiet about the situation, knowing that both parties needed 

it. 

"I am sor..." 

"Don't! I don't want to hear any apologies." 

Olivia interrupted Felix and tightened her arms around him, making him realize that Olivia didn't want to 

bring the Earth's destruction around her. 

"Thanks...Really." 

Felix was more than grateful about this... 

Chapter 1173 Joining The SGAlliance At Last! 

After spending more than an hour catching up with Selphie and Olivia, Felix decided to update them on 

the current situation. 

He told them that he had obtained entry to the Elementals Galaxy and he could bring anyone with 

him...This shocked both girls as they didn't expect that it was even possible for anyone to enter it. 

"I want you to accompany me." Felix requested, "It will be of great help to you." 

Selphie answered instantly with an excited tone, "You don't have to tell me twice. I am in!" 

She was more excited about the notion of adventuring with Felix than actually taking advantage of the 

time difference to learn new Time spells! 

"I am in as well." Olivia said with a firm look. 

"It's best if you think about it for a while." Felix advised, "I am not going there for a holiday. I am 

planning to stay for many millennia or more." 

Felix wasn't joking one bit...Even though thousands of years was a long period of time to be spent on 

nothing but training and enhancing himself, Felix was still willing to invest it. 

He understood that the only way to bridge the gap between him and the Darkins was by going through 

extreme measures! 

"I don't mind staying there as long as you want." 

"Likewise." 

Both girls weren't frightened by Felix's commitment as one was just happy to be spending such a long 

time with Felix while the other understood that she had no one left behind to worry about. 

In Olivia's eyes, she would merely end up killing someone in the magic academy if they kept bullying her 

after what happened. 
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"Alright then." Felix nodded with a faint smile, "Seek permission from Lady Yggdrasil first and come 

meet me on the moon." 

After hearing their confirmation, Felix shooed them away so they could prepare for the journey as fast 

as possible. 

Meanwhile, he began creating new wisps of consciousness and placed them in their previous 

locations...One of those locations was within Nimo's consciousness. 

The moment Felix appeared in the throne hall, his presence completely halted everyone's movements 

and made them rush to the throne chamber with thrilled expressions. 

Felix had put everyone at ease with his return and he spend the next three hours getting updated on all 

the important matters related to his nation. 

"Since we are low in numbers and you clearly can't reproduce, I believe it's best to focus on one galaxy 

and sell territories of the other two." Felix disclosed calmly with his councilmen. 

"I thought the same." Arthur nodded, "It's been hard four months trying to manage all three galaxies 

while fending off the alliances' advances." 

"For the vampires' territory, we will trade it with the werewolves and winterwolves so they could finally 

own an entire galaxy to themselves." Felix stated, "Make sure to not rip them off as we need them to be 

on our side as allies." 

Felix was merely doing this for Fenrir as there was no way he would rip off his descendants. 

"For the Gremlins' galaxy, we will hold 20% of the most important territories and sell a divided 50% to 

the alliance in a public auction...The remaining 30% would be leased to the Sages and Humans on yearly 

payment." 

Selling a divided 50% of the territories in an auction implied that it would end up getting purchased by 

multiple empires instead of just one party ruling it all. 

Felix planned on splitting it into 5% in each sale to make sure that there were would be as many parties 

involved as possible. 

As for the 30%? No matter how much the humans and sages offered, they would not be able to provide 

a good price for it. 

So, it was best to split it in half and lease it to them on a yearly payment, which would benefit all parties. 

This would leave the void nation to be the biggest holder of territory in the Gremlins' Galaxy even after 

selling most of it. 

"Last but not least, the Astrian's Galaxy would be our home. It will be named the Void Galaxy and we 

would run it in a similar fashion as the dragon race." Felix concluded. 

"Sounds reasonable." Meriam nodded in agreement with the rest. 

Although their numbers were much fewer than the dragons, they knew that their management system 

was going to work just fine for them. 



That's because the dragons' empire handed out their territories to their citizens based on hierarchy 

placement in the empire. 

In this case, the councilmen would be rewarded with thousands of solar systems if not more while the 

lowest citizen would be given only a deserted planet or a small land territory on an upper-ranked planet. 

Whether they decide to hire workers and create their own small nation on that deserted planet or 

remain on populated planets, it would be up to them. 

Naturally, this was just the jest of the management process as there were many rules and details that 

still needed to be ironed out. 

"Candace will handle the auction and the rest." Felix informed them, "I will be somewhat out of touch 

for the next decades or so." 

Seeing that Felix didn't give out any details, no one dared to ask him for such private information. 

So, they wished him good luck with whatever endeavor he was about to embark on and they promised 

him that they would build their nation to the best version. 

Felix concluded the meeting after a few more hours and returned his focus to his main consciousness in 

the UVR. 

Without wasting time, Felix called Queen Allura, and after spending a couple of minutes easing her 

worry about him, he requested that she hold an inner circle assembly for the sake of the void nation's 

joining the alliance. 

"It's done." Queen Allura said, "Everyone will be invited in fifteen minutes." 

Felix thanked her and hung up. Then, he contacted Zosia and gave her new specific orders to be 

delivered to the council. 

Such as contacting the metal race and commissioning them to find out a method to expedite Earth's 

recovery if it was possible...Plus, if it was feasible to close the gigantic abyss in the pacific ocean. 

Felix knew that if he didn't do this, Earth might take tens of thousands of years if not more before the 

climate returned to normal again. 

By then, Earth would be merely a relic of the past and a tourist attraction for future generations. 

"I will personally pay whatever they ask for. So, just make it happen in the name of the Federation." 

Felix said. 

"I will try my best." Zosia assured him. 

Felix thanked her and hung up without delay after seeing that the assembly had started for over two 

minutes now. 

So, he swiftly accepted the invitation link and appeared on a new pedestal, which had rank twelve 

written on its back and the Void Nation's name on the front. 

This implied that Felix was now representing the void nation and not the humans. 



"Glad of you to join us." Queen Alfreda greeted with somewhat of an irritated expression. 

"Thanks." 

When Felix saw her like this, he couldn't help but chuckle inwardly as he knew that she must have been 

informed by Selphie about her departure to the Elemental Galaxy with him. 

Knowing that Selphie would be alone with Felix in an unexplored and contactless area for thousands of 

years would make any big sister worry like crazy. 

Unfortunately, she had no say in this when Lady Yggdrasil had already cleared Selphie to take the 

journey. 

"Before we discuss anything, I want to emphasize somethi..." 

"I know, you don't have to mention it." Felix interjected indifferently, "I am just here to fulfill my end of 

the bargain." 

Almost everyone sighed in relief collectedly after seeing that Felix wasn't planning on taking Earth's 

destruction on them and ruining their deal. 

"Where is the contract?" Felix inquired. 

"Here." Arthur forwarded it to Felix, knowing that he wasn't interested in talking politics with anyone 

here. 

The holographic contract was extremely thick, making it resemble a tome...It was packed with millions 

of terms, which touched almost every single thing in the alliance. 

From Supremacy Games Platforms' revenue, business trades, military assistance, immigration policies, 

refuge policies, slavery policies, and the list goes on and on. 

Naturally, there were some unique terms that were related to only the Void Nation. 

Such as, the Void Nation's citizens were required to mandatory help endangered civilizations from the 

void invasion. 

Obviously, it would be paid services that also reward tons of SGPoints, which translated to direct 

contribution to the alliance. 

Felix read the contract from top to bottom carefully even though it was handed to him by Arthur, 

knowing that the contract was drafted by the ten rulers. 

After seeing that most terms were reasonable and the Void Nation was benefiting from many of the 

alliance's services as well, Felix reached out with his finger under the anticipated looks of the leaders. 

Felix scanned everyone's faces for a few moments and signed the contract without an ounce of 

hesitation. 

-Congratulation to the Void Nation for joining the Supremacy Games Alliance!- 

Fireworks were released in the assembly in celebration of this historical moment after the 

announcement was made by Queen Ai! 



Clap Clap!... 

"Haha! Welcome! Welcome!" 

"We finally had a rightful member joining us!" 

"How about we hold a banquet to cherish this moment?" 

Besides a few leaders, the majority gave a respectful standing ovation to the new member of the 

alliance, knowing that this was the biggest signing for the alliance for a very long time! 

The alliance was adding hundreds of members on daily basis, but most of them were newly discovered 

civilizations of an already-joined race. 

However, this signing was for an entirely new race and species! To make it any better, they were one of 

the strongest races in the entire universe! 

Felix remained quiet as he scanned everyone's faces, knowing deep down what they had in mind. 

He knew that if it was up to them, they would have rather deleted the void race from existence than 

make them join their group. 

Unfortunately, they were too hopeless to pull it off, making them choose the second-best option. 

As they said, keep your friends close, and your enemies closer. 

'Candace, make sure to rip them off clean in the auction besides our true friends.' Felix smiled coldly. 

'You don't have to tell me twice.' Candace smirked diabolically, already planning on doing it. 

Chapter 1174 Embarking On Their Journey To The Elementals Galaxy! 

Two Months Later... 

Felix could be seen sitting on a long gray couch in a magnificent futuristic living room that had smooth 

metallic silver walls and a sliding glass door. 

Fenrir, Lady Sphinx, Noah, Selphie, and Olivia were sitting next to Felix while Bodidi was forced to 

remain standing behind the couch due to his size not being supported by any chair. 

Everyone had already arrived like seven days ago and had gotten familiar with each other. 

Naturally, Fenrir and Lady Sphinx were treated in a completely different manner as no one dared to 

address them disrespectfully like their friends. 

"My new spaceship will be arriving soon. So, have you handled everything before our departure? This is 

going to be the last checkup." Felix addressed everyone but his master and Fenrir. 

"I am all set!" Selphie nodded with an eager look, appearing like a child embarking on an adventure for 

the first time. 

Well, it wasn't farfetched as Selphie wasn't allowed to leave Forlond without permission from the Queen 

and her mother. 
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"Me too." 

"I am good to go." 

Olivia and Bodidi stated their readiness too...Even though Bodidi was contracted with the space worm 

delivery company, he was still allowed to go on such trips even if it meant having no connection with 

Queen Ai. 

After all, he had an exclusive client contract with Felix, which allowed him to do anything he wanted as 

long as he had gotten permission from him. 

"..." Noah nodded slightly without a change of expression. 

Anyone who saw him now would mistake him for Noah in his teen years as he had completely reverted 

to his old mute personality. 

The only difference was that he had a constantly hidden killer glint in his eyes, which would make 

anyone freeze in their places if they stared at him for too long... 

Felix knew that it wasn't healthy at all for Noah to be like this, but regardless of what he said or did in 

the past week, Noah was as unresponsive as ever. 

Felix somewhat worried that Noah might be blaming him for the death of his sister, but he found out 

that the thought didn't cross Noah's mind once. 

In Noah's eyes, he was also part of the Asgardian faction due to his master...So, any casualties sustained 

in this faction conflict were blamed on no one but himself for his lack of strength to protect his people. 

Nothing more, nothing less... 

So, his killing intent was directed at no one but the Darkins just like Felix...On this journey, he wasn't 

planning on exiting the galaxy until he breakthrough Origin Realm! 

Vrr Vrr! 

"That must be it." 

Felix glanced at his AP Bracelet and noticed that it was a call from Malak...As he anticipated, Malak 

informed him that his new spaceship had arrived and gave him the coordinates. 

"Let's go." 

Without delay, Candace opened a void rift and delivered everyone to the other side of the moon almost 

instantaneously.  

When they exited the void rift, Olivia, Selphie, Bodidi, and even Noah showed a slight reaction to the 

appearance of Felix's new spaceship! 

"Woah...So massive!" 

"Is this really yours, Felix?!" 

"Oh...It looks even better than my royal family's spaceships." 



"Meet The Eternal Nautilus." Felix introduced his new baby with a faint proud smile. 

Standing tall at nearly one thousand kilometers in length, this massive spaceship was designed for two 

purposes: to journey to the farthest reaches of the universe and obliterate anything standing in its 

path!! 

Its sleek milky white, aerodynamic shape was crafted to glide effortlessly through the void of space, and 

its powerful engines were capable of propelling it faster than the speed of light! 

It was using the latest technologies in every single department, making it truly the state of the art for 

the beholder! 

Stepping inside the Eternal Nautilus was like stepping into a world unto itself. The interior was a 

labyrinth of hallways, control rooms, sleeping quarters, and facilities for the crew. 

Everywhere you looked, you saw the latest in high-tech equipment, from banks of screens and monitors 

to advanced artificial intelligence systems, to cutting-edge propulsion systems! 

At the heart of the ship was the bridge, a magnificent control room where Felix and his crew could 

navigate the vast expanse of space. 

The walls were lined with holographic displays, giving the crew real-time information on the ship's status 

and surroundings. 

At the center of the room was the captain's chair, a sleek, high-backed seat with a direct line of sight to 

the main viewing screen. 

The sleeping quarters were a testament to comfort and luxury, designed to provide the crew with 

everything they needed to make their journey as comfortable as possible. 

As for its weaponry and defense system? Well, Felix spent around ten trillion coins and most of the 

budget went into it. 

So, this didn't leave much for the imagination as it was clearly equipped with the best of the best. 

Overall, the Eternal Nautilus was a true work of art, a symbol of the mental race's boundless ambition 

and ingenuity. 

It was a vessel capable of incredible things, and Felix was determined to see just how far he could take 

it! 

"Do you mind if we traveled in it to the wormhole?" 

Felix asked everyone for permission, knowing that it would take them an extra month compared to 

getting transported by Candace. 

Fortunately, no one seemed to mind as they were used to taking long times on their journies unlike 

Felix, who was spoiled by the void realm. 

*** 

"We have arrived at your destination." 



Queen Ai announced throughout every room in the spaceship, forcing everyone to log out from the UVR 

and regroup in the cockpit. 

The first thing they saw after facing the humongous crystal-clear window was multiple colorful moons 

and dwarven planets surrounding a supermassive spherical wormhole. 

The scene resembled an unconventional minimized solar system but with the wormhole acting as the 

sun. 

Those planets and moons were clearly populated as there were millions of spaceships covering the 

entire area. 

Though, most of them were cargo-based spaceships as they were entering and exiting the wormhole or 

docking near the planets and moons. 

Before Felix and the others could feel awed by this magical and somewhat illogical sight, a thunderous 

deep voice resounded in their minds. 

'If you don't have a permit to be here, begone while I am still asking politely.' 

"What's that?" A bit worried, Olivia asked as the voice didn't seem like it belonged to a nobody. 

"Believe it or not, it's the wormhole." Felix replied while narrowing his eyes at the supermassive 

wormhole, feeling like there were two eyes staring directly into his soul! 

"So scary...This is the first time I hear an Elemental speak to me directly." Bodidi gulped a mouthful in 

fear, feeling like he was standing before his god. 

As a space worm, his entire life revolved around wormholes...So, to hear one speaking directly to him 

wasn't easy to handle. 

"This is Felix Maxwell, we have been granted access to the Elementals Galaxy and I have an appointment 

with Oceanic Goddess Follower, Monaka, to guide us through the process." 

Felix introduced himself and his purpose without wasting more time, knowing that the wormhole's 

consciousness wasn't to be messed with. 

As a natural supermassive wormhole awakening his consciousness, it was bound to have perfect 

manipulation over the nearby space in addition to an extremely strong consciousness capable of killing 

mortals with a mere thought! 

'It's you...I have no clue how did you manage to convince our foremother but if any of you dares to 

misbehave in our home and harm the citizens, you will wish to return to your homes.' The Wormhole's 

consciousness threatened with an emotionless tone, having not an ounce of fear from Lady Sphinx or 

Fenrir. 

Unfortunately, he should be afraid as those two weren't to be threatened by anyone... 

"When we came here in the good old days, you were still a mindless wormhole with one purpose." 

Fenrir spoke indifferently, "If you don't want to become one again, you better check your tone with me." 



Before the wormhole's consciousness could react to their retort, Fenrir pointed his finger at it and 

threatened coldly, "Otherwise, I have no issue with freezing you to eternity." 

"..." 

"..." 

"..." 

Felix and the others didn't know how to react as they merely kept staring at Fenrir with dumbfounded 

looks, feeling like their chances of entry were ruined at the freaking entrance! 

In their eyes, why would the wormhole allow them entry anymore when he was being threatened to his 

face?! 

That's the difference between them and the primogenitors. 

'It's Lady Sphinx and Lord Fenrir, my apologies! I did not expect you to be accompanying those mortals!' 

While Felix and the others were still freaking out in their minds, the wormhole's consciousness made a 

180 degrees switch in character, apologizing to them with a sleazy tone akin to a merchant who got 

caught in swindling his customers! 

'Don't repeat it again.' Fenrir replied expressionlessly as he lowered his finger. 

'Of course, of course, please head towards sister Komiana. Your guide is waiting for you there!' The 

wormhole's consciousness directed them to their guide while sweating bullets internally. 

Who could blame him for being this fearful? 

Unlike most of his brothers and sisters, half of his consciousness was situated on this end, which was 

outside of Foremother Siaseme's jurisdictions!! 

This meant that if Fenrir really decided to use his ultimate ability on him and freeze him in time forever, 

there was literally nothing to free him...Not even his foremother! 

Those inanimate objects and lifeforms treasure their lives more than anyone in this entire universe since 

it took them billions of years to become alive! 

So, he wasn't stupid to sacrifice his precious life over making a stand against the wrong people! 

Chapter 1175 Miss Monaka,The Guide. 

"Let's go, it's been handled." Lady Sphinx said. 

"Huh...Okay."  

Still clueless, Felix could only request Queen Ai to take them to the nearest dwarf planet...This time, no 

one stood in their path or spoke to them telepathically. 

Sometime later, The Eternal Nautilus docked at the biggest space station near a planet with a greenish 

atmosphere and white clouds covering most of it. 

"We will wait for you here." Lady Sphinx said as she opened a new book and started reading it silently. 
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"Alright." 

Felix and the rest exited the spaceship, leaving the primogenitors behind. 

After passing through the bridge connecting them to the space station, Olivia and Bodidi couldn't help 

but exclaim in wonder at the magical scene before them. 

There were Elementals as far as their eyes could see on the plaza. 

All of them were unique and colorful as there were humanoid water folks, fire creatures flying in their 

direction while continuously taking new forms, giant golems made out of borders, humongous walking 

trees, and the list goes on and on! 

All of them seemed to have happy facial expressions, unlike the rest of the workers from the other 

races. 

Although the alliance's members weren't allowed to enter the Elementals Galaxy, it didn't mean that 

they couldn't get hired to help the elementals in their trades. 

So, Felix and his companions didn't really draw any attention as they walked through the crowd, heading 

towards the space elevator. 

"This is so mysterious...I can't believe there is an entire galaxy full of those elementals." Olivia uttered 

with a sense of wonder as she kept looking around her. 

"It is quite marvelous." Selphie agreed with her as she smiled politely at any plant-folks her eyes landed 

on. 

Most plant-folks bowed deeply in her direction and continued on with their business. 

Unlike the others, she could recognize the plant-folks from her nine realms and the ones from the 

Elementals Galaxy even though they looked pretty much the same. 

The nine elvish realms plant-folks were considered Lady Yggdrasil's true descendants so their birth 

wasn't similar to just gaining consciousness through the passage of time. 

In a short while, Felix and the rest arrived at the space elevator...When Felix noticed the long queue, he 

called their guide to expedite the process. 

After a couple of rings, the call was picked up and Felix was greeted with a soft melodious angelic voice, 

"Hello Sir Felix, I hope you didn't run through much trouble in your journey." 

"Thank you for asking, Miss Monaka." Felix replied politely, "I hope I am not interrupting your busy 

schedule, but we have arrived at the space station and we are currently at the back of the queue for the 

space elevator...Is there any way to hasten the process?" 

If the queue was going to take half an hour or such, Felix wouldn't have minded...But, he knew that 

space elevators' queues could range from one hour to six at least depending on how long was it. 

Based on this queue length, he knew that they would be stuck in it for at least three hours. 



"Oh, my apologies, I really can't do anything about this." Miss Monaka clarified with an apologetic tone, 

"Elementats don't give special treatment to anyone as we believe that we are born equal." 

Felix wasn't really annoyed by this as he knew that Miss Monaka wasn't lying to him. 

Elementals truly believe in an unbreakable sense of brotherhood and family with each other when it 

came to dealing with outsiders. 

So, even though Felix's social status was insanely high in the alliance, he had absolutely no right to 

receive special treatment over another Elemental even if it was a mere talking pebble. 

Still, Felix gave it a try so that when he get rejected, he would be given a reason to bring out the void 

realm. 

"I see...Can I at least travel through the void realm then?" Felix inquired, "We will be next to you in a 

moment." 

"Uhh...Give me a second, I need to seek permission from Elder Komiana." Miss Monaka replied. 

"Sure." 

Felix and the others waited for a couple of minutes before Miss Monaka spoke with them again. 

"She agreed on the condition that the void rift closes instantly." Miss Monaka informed with a pleasant 

tone. 

"No problem." Felix thanked her and hung up with a faint smile...Then, he told his friends to follow him 

to a less crowded area to be picked up by Candace. 

"Why didn't we do this from the start?" Bodidi remarked with an annoyed tone as he dragged his giant 

stomach behind them. 

"Well, if we opened a void rift or a wormhole in the planet without permission, we will be labeled as 

invaders and killed instantly by Elder Komiana." Selphie answered as she pointed her finger at the 

greenish planet. 

"..." Bodidi gulped a mouthful and asked, "Have all of those planets and moons awakened their 

consciousness?" 

"Not just them." Felix replied calmly, "Everything around the wormhole has awakened their 

consciousness." 

"Even the cargo spaceships?!" Bodidi was shocked. 

"Have you researched anything about the Elementals?" Felix chided him in annoyance.  

He could understand Olivia's lack of knowledge since this information was locked at the seventh layer, 

but not Bodidi, knowing that deliveryworms had such access due to their jobs. 

"Are those cargo spaceships really part of the elementals?" Olivia tilted her head in confusion. 

"Yes, but don't be mistaken. They weren't cargo spaceships when they awakened their consciousness." 

Felix explained, "It's believed that they are part of the metallic god followers and they have transformed 



themselves into cargos after obtaining our technologies. This helped the Elementals avoid relying on our 

spaceships to enter their galaxy." 

"He is right." Selphie nodded, "The Elementals used this method after finding out that some of the 

alliance's spaceships had hidden cameras, signal towers, and even spies from the shadowborns." 

"Instead of cutting relation with the alliance at such a transgression of their privacy, they decided to turn 

this trade operated solely from top to bottom by elementals." Felix concluded, "Besides those hired 

workers in space stations to handle the paperwork of the traded elemental stones, the entire operation 

was closed shut." 

"Jeez, they really don't want anyone to step inside their galaxy like we are carrying a plague or 

something." Bodidi said with an irked tone. 

"It's their freedom and always remember that we are just guests...So, behave like one whether you think 

you're alone or not." Felix warned him before stepping inside the void rift. 

Felix understood that his strength and reputation meant absolutely nothing before those elementals. 

So, unless he wanted to waste this heaven-sent opportunity, he would always seek permission for 

anything that was deemed as off-bound. 

That's why he didn't travel through the void realm from the very start. 

... 

In a short moment, Felix and the others exited Candace's aircraft and she closed the void rift 

immediately after putting them at the door of a grand guest hall. 

The door was open, allowing them to see the high ceilings and large windows that let in streams of 

sunlight. 

The walls were adorned with intricate moldings and paintings, while the floor was covered in a luxurious 

carpet. 

A large fireplace stood at one end of the room, surrounded by comfortable armchairs and sofas. A long, 

polished wooden table was the centerpiece of the room, surrounded by elegant chairs. 

The air was filled with the scent of freshly cut flowers from the vases that sat on the mantelpiece and 

side tables. 

Before Felix and the others could scan the rest, blobs of water jumped from the flower vases and 

gathered into a single point, turning into a curvy humanoid female elemental...There was a silver AP 

bracelet swimming in her body freely. 

"Nice to finally meet you all." 

Miss Monaka greeted softly as her lips moved to mimic a person talking even though her voice was 

manifested out direct vibration in the air by using her consciousness. 

"The pleasure is ours." Felix bowed his head slightly and was followed by the others. 



"Please, take a seat."  

Everyone sat down and eyed Miss Monaka who remained floating akin to a fairy in the middle. 

"Elder Haemir has informed me that you guys have been given permission to stay indefinitely in our 

galaxy. Since our Foremother hasn't enforced any rules, I hope we can work on them now so your stay in 

our home will be as pleasant as possible." Miss Monaka stated softly. 

"Of course." 

Neither Felix nor the rest found any issue with this as they already knew that it would be impossible for 

them to be given complete freedom in the Elementals Galaxy. 

That's why they were given a guide or more precisely a supervisor to keep track of their movements and 

actions. 

"Firstly, you have to pick a planet to stay on from this list and obviously, all of you will be staying in it 

collectively." Miss Monaka said as she displayed a long list packed with unique holographic planets with 

their details below them. 

Everyone glanced at Felix, knowing that this was his trip and they were simply his add-ons...So, he had 

the right to pick any planet he wanted even if it wasn't beneficial to some of them. 

Obviously, Felix wasn't that selfish as he made sure to read the details of each planet and pick the best 

one for his companions as well. 

After a thorough reading of the entire list, Felix finally picked a planet and highlighted it for everyone. 

"What do you guys think?" He inquired. 

"I think it's perfect." Selphie smiled charmingly as she eyed the magnificent world of vibrant colors, 

where nature flourished in all its splendor. 

The others agreed with her assessment as well. 

This was one of the few planets where every type of environment was available, making it possible for 

Felix, Olivia, Noah, and Selphie to take advantage of them for the sake of their strength improvement. 

In the case of Noah, he needed cold environments to get more in touch with his element so his mind 

would be in sync with it when he attempt to break through Origin Realm. 

As for Olivia and Selphie? They might be runic spellcasters, but they also utilize the same elemental 

particles. 

This meant rich environments would help them get easily in touch with those particles and master new 

spells. 

"I guess it's decided then." Felix smiled, "Our next destination is planet Strauvis." 

'Are you really not going to warn them?' A sudden deep elderly voice resounded in Miss Monaka's mind. 

'Why? Look how happy they are, elder Komiana.' Miss Monaka giggled in her mind, 'Plus, they are the 

ones picking it out of hundreds.' 



'You are really mean sometimes.' Elder Komiana sighed. 

'How am I mean?' Miss Monaka pouted, 'I was the one getting assigned this rewardless job of 

babysitting outsiders for probably thousands of years. Is it so bad to get some entertainment out of it?' 

Elder Komiana remained unresponsive, knowing that it wasn't her business to keep interfering in this 

matter. 

Meanwhile, Felix and the others were still discussing their stay on Strauvis, having no idea that it wasn't 

going to be pleasant one bit. 

Unbeknownst to them, it wasn't all rainbows and sunshine inside the Elementals Galaxy...In fact, it could 

be considered one of the most conflict-packed galaxies in the entire universe that would make even 

Milky Way seem normal! 

Elements treated each other like brothers and sisters when dealing with outsiders, but when it was just 

them? 

They were even worse than humans when it came to conflict as they fight for anything they desired! 

Planet Strauvis was rich in all types of environments alright, but this also implied that there would be 

countless factions and civilizations in each environment. 

They were all in a contest with each other for one resource, which was considered gold for those 

Elementals. 

It was none other than the most traded resource between the Elementals and The SGAlliance. 

Food from all cultures in the alliance! 

Chapter 1176 Landing On Strauvis! 

Years ago, the visiting Elementals representatives made their first contact with the alliance. 

When the alliance realized that they came from a unique galaxy that was filled with beings like them, 

their first thought was obviously forcefully conquering it. 

Unfortunately, all of their people went missing and a connection to the UVR wasn't established...So their 

excitement washed away from the fear of the unknown. 

This pushed the alliance to engage with the visiting Elementals representatives in a civil manner. 

Through their discussions, they found out that their galaxy would remain inaccessible to outsiders and 

even reject the establishment of the network there. 

Even though those terms were too hard to swallow for the ten rulers, they still agreed to have them join 

their alliance. 

All because the Elementals had offered them multiple trading offers with an insane amount of elemental 

stones in return for the simplest and cheapest thing in the universe...Food! (Sadly, not in our reality in 

this year with its crazy inflation.) 
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This meant the alliance would never dare split ways with the Elementals as they were trading one of the 

most important resources in the universe with something they had an abundance supply! 

As for why Elementals desire the alliance's food so much? Well, it was simple really. 

Elementals could neither reproduce nor die...They do not have any desire for treasures or riches, and 

most of them could not embark on fun journies or such. 

Since they could live for eternity by merely consuming a bit of elemental energy on daily basis, this left 

them almost absolutely void of desires. 

It was obvious what boredom could do to someone who was immortal and without much desire. 

To avoid having the elementals fall into the same crippling depression as the primogenitors, the 

elemental gods and goddesses decided to seek ways of introducing new entertainment to the lives of 

their followers. 

After all, it would be the greatest irony to have elementals commit suicide after finally reaching their 

final forms by awakening their consciousness. 

With some effort, they found out about the alliance outside of their galaxy and the UVR, the greatest 

source of entertainment ever invented. 

The original plan was to join the alliance and introduce the UVR in the Elmenetals Galaxy, but it was shut 

down by Foremother Siaseme...The reason wasn't stated by her. 

This forced the elemental gods and goddesses to switch to simply trading food with their infinite 

elemental stones. 

By using their advanced consciousness prowess, the Elementals were capable of mimicking the tasting 

sense, allowing them to eat as much of that delicious food as possible. 

It might not seem like much, but the alliance's food was literally the glue that was keeping the 

Elementals sane in their galaxy! 

... 

After Felix and his companions spent an hour or so discussing the remaining rules, Miss Monaka finally 

concluded the meeting and embarked on the journey with them. 

After they entered Elder Haemir's wormhole and exited on the other side, the first thing that Felix did 

was check on the network's connection. 

"Not a single bar." Felix uttered, "We are officially out of Queen Ai's radar." 

'I can't believe we won't be connecting to the UVR for centuries or more." Olivia murmured, "This feels 

kinda weird." 

 "Are you already having a withdrawal?" Selphie giggled. 

In this Era, the UVR was like the worst addictive substance which was depended on by almost everyone. 



Just like the old internet, it might seem like it had no bad effects when used, but when it was taken from 

someone, they end up with the worst possible withdrawal case. 

Just one week without the internet would cause a daily user to feel like his life was thrown in 

chaos...Don't even mention, years, decades, or more! 

"Toughen up and forget about anything related to the outside world." Felix advised them with a solemn 

tone, "If you really want to grow stronger in this journey, you can't have your focus on the outside 

world." 

This was exactly what Felix planned on doing...Complete zoning in this galaxy to grow stronger as fast as 

possible. 

Who knows? He might also integrate with his last bloodline here and find a way to break through the 

Origin Realm! 

"Well, I suggest that you begin your training right now." Miss Monaka informed while yawning, "Strauvis 

is one month away." 

"For real? I thought it will take at least a couple of years even if we took all the nearby wormholes." 

Bodidi asked with a curious tone, "Is the wormhole network here as advanced as the alliance?" 

"It's not." Miss Monaka stated, "It's even more advanced." 

"You're joking, right?" 

Bodidi refused to believe this since his race owned the wormhole transportation system and they 

worked extremely hard to keep it afloat since each wormhole required continuous fuel of energy. 

"Your wormhole network is operated by space worms while our wormhole network is operated by the 

spatial god, Yhendorn." Miss Monaka shared, "All the wormholes across the entire galaxy are his 

followers and listen to his commands. Unlike you guys, our wormholes are flexible in their pathing 

instead of them being fixed." 

"What does that mean?" Olivia asked. 

"Simple, their wormhole network can be considered as a breathing hive. They can communicate with 

them and make sure to reserve wormholes in advance to shorten their distance as much as possible." 

Felix eyed Miss Monaka, "Am I right?" 

"Yes." 

Miss Monaka approved casually, not caring about exposing such a secret since she knew that they would 

figure it out sooner or later during their stay. 

"Flexible wormholes...We just stepped inside the Elementals Galaxy and my mind is already blown..." 

Olivia murmured with an awed tone. 

She could not envision how could natural wormholes switch the points they were connected to at will. 

But, this was the Elemental Galaxy, where nothing really was going to make sense and if she wanted to 

keep her sanity intact, she better strap in and believe herself to be in wonderland! 



... 

One Month Later... 

The Eternal Nautilus could be seen flying at a moderate speed in direction of a humongous planet that 

was at least three times the size of Jupiter. 

It had more than three hundred moons of varied colors and sizes orbiting it at different ranges, 

resembling a miniature solar system. 

"Woaah...It's so beautiful." Olivia remarked with a look of wonder in her eyes as she stared at the 

magnificent planet from a window. 

Although the planet was enormous and most likely could contain thousands of Earth, it still resembled it 

greatly as it had continents, oceans, mountainous chains, volcanos, forests, and even icy north and 

south poles. 

Before the others could feast on the planet's beauty, all of them were greeted with a sonorous gentle 

voice in their minds. 

'Welcome my dear guests. I hope you have a pleasant stay on my humble bod.' 

"Thank you, elder." Felix bowed his head respectfully in direction of the planet, knowing that it was 

Strauvis speaking to them. 

The others figured out the same and showed their appreciation as well, feeling more comfortable now. 

Most of them felt like they were being blown by the wind as everything was new and weird.  

The fact that they had no Queen Ai or alliance to back them up made it even worse for them to feel at 

ease. 

Fortunately, this feeling was gone with Elder Strauvis's welcoming words, knowing that if they were 

under his care, no one would bully them on this planet. 

'Lord Fenrir, Lady Sphinx, I am honored to have been blessed with your company. If you require 

anything, please do not hesitate to voice your request.' Elder Strauvis addressed the primogenitors 

alone this time. 

'Much appreciated.' Lady Sphinx smiled politely. 

'The same goes back to you.' Fenrir stated calmly, 'As long as we occupy your land, you can ask us 

anything and we will do our best to ease your inquires.' 

'Thank you!' Elder Strauvis sounded a bit delighted by Fenrir's offer. Who could blame him? 

Although he was a giant planet awakening his consciousness, he could not move from his place unless 

he received permission from Foremother Siaseme. 

This meant that he didn't have much understanding of the universe outside of his little bubble and it 

would please him a lot to gain some new knowledge. 



'I have already spoken to the northern forest chieftain and he has accepted to have you stay in his land 

with his people.' Elder Strauvis informed, 'Little Monaka will lead you there.' 

Felix and the others thanked him again and continued their journey toward the biggest continent on this 

planet, which resembled an upside-down Africa. 

Because of the planet's humongous size, just this continent alone had a hundred times the land surface 

of Earth if not more! 

After a couple of hours, the Eternal Nautilis stopped on the exosphere above a vast multi-colored forest. 

Felix and his companions exited the spaceship and continued the rest of their journey on a much smaller 

spaceship that wouldn't disturb the environment as much as that behemoth. 

Sometime later, the spaceship landed on an empty grass field that was surrounded by humongous 

towering trees that seemed to have faces on their trunks. 

Whoosh!! 

The spaceship's door opened and created a moving ladder. 

The moment Felix and his companions stepped outside of the spaceship, they were smacked in the face 

by the freshest and cleanest air they had ever felt in their lives! 

It smelt so good and just a single breath of it made them feel like their nostrils and lungs were cleansed 

by holy water! 

"Dear lord...This isn't just fresh air alone...It's elemental energy thick enough to manifest as air!" Felix 

exclaimed with a look filled with awe as he kept breathing in and out like a crack addict! 

Chapter 1177 Emerald Glen Village. 

This was Felix's reaction when he had absolutely no familiarity with nature. 

As for Selphie and Olivia? Just one glance at them and one would believe they were drugged out! 

Especially Olivia, who had the runic seed of life in her body plus insane nature runic familiarity, making 

her skin seem like she was glowing with a green aura. 

"I feel like I am being warmly embraced..." Olivia uttered with her eyes closed shut, giving off a euphoric 

sensation. 

"This is really an interesting sensation..." Selphie agreed with her as she floated around the spaceship, 

allowing the wind to carry her around. 

Time element might be her specialty but she was a five elemenalist in reality with mastery over fire, 

wind, earth, nature, and time! 

So, she was feeling like everything around her was breathing the same breath as her. 

"This is nothing." Miss Monaka shared, "Wait until you experience elemental energy being channeled 

through you." 
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Just as Felix was about to dive into this subject, Miss Monaka took off into the woods, "Follow me 

closely if you don't want to get lost...The forest tribe loves messing with their guests." 

Felix and the others didn't know what she meant by that and they weren't planning on finding out. Felix 

beamed the spaceship in his spatial card and chased after her with the rest. 

Kikiki...Kikiki... 

As they were walking through the towering woods and colorful falling leaves, all of them kept hearing 

eerie children giggles each time a breeze passed by them. 

Olivia got close to Felix instinctively at this creepy situation while Selphie wanted to do the same but her 

moral compass stopped her since she wasn't really scared. 

"What are those?" Felix inquired as he looked around him, scanning the moving leaves, branches, and 

stiffened trees. 

"It's those little brats trying to prank you." 

Miss Monaka floated to a pinkish glowing giant mushroom that was growing on a tree trunk and lightly 

smacked it in the head with an annoyed look. 

Owo...Owo... 

The giggles turned into a pained wailing immediately...The glowing mushroom shrunk in size and hid 

inside the trunk before an image of a humanoid little mushroom child manifested in the air akin to a 

ghost. 

Before Felix and the others could react, hundreds of those little children manifested around them from 

countless hidden mushrooms! 

"Bad Aunty! We will complain to you to father!" 

All the mushroom children spoke simultaneously with grumpy looks. 

"Little brats, who are you calling aunty?" Miss Monaka gave them a death stare as she manifested 

hundreds of water spheres around her. 

"You better correct yourselves or this aunty is going to give you a well-needed shower."  

"Sis..sister, we were just playing..." 

"Yes...Yes...Yes..." 

All of the mushrooms' spirits disappeared instantly with horrified looks, retracting their beautiful 

mushroom tops into the soil. 

"Much better...Follow me" Miss Monaka restarted her journey with a gentle smile as if nothing 

happened. 

"Interesting, even as living fungi, they are still fearing being overwatered." Lady Sphinx commented. 



She knew that when mushrooms were overwatered, the fungi get exposed to rot, stunting their growth 

and development. They also get prevented from reproducing which could cause them to die. 

"Of course, we might have gained our consciousness, but our weaknesses are still there." Miss Monaka 

explained, "We just get better at defending ourselves...Nothing more or less." 

"So, if a fire were to spread in this forest, what's going to happen?" Bodidi asked with a curious tone. 

"Chief Cloveris will be forced to use fire to fight off fire in addition to requesting the lake sisters' help to 

put it off." Miss Monaka anwsered. 

"Isn't that a bit too complicated?" Felix frowned, "Can't he just request the help of Elder Strauvis?" 

"He can, but Elder Strauvis will never help." Miss Monaka explained, "As long as things haven't reached 

an apocalyptic level in his celestial body, he rarely interferes with anything ongoing. So, everyone is left 

to fend for themselves." 

"I see..." 

Only now did Felix begin to sense that something wasn't right with how things were being operated 

around here. 

He always assumed that the planet's consciousness was keeping order and that anyone breaking it 

would be punished. 

But in reality? He didn't seem to care at all and this made Felix understand  that life on this planet wasn't 

going to be as peaceful as he envisioned. 

'I hope I am overthinking things.' Felix wished as he disappeared through the woods behind Miss 

Monaka. 

Sometime later, Miss Monaka and the rest emerged from between a field of tall sunflowers. 

The moment they appeared on the other side, Felix and his companions had their eyes widened in 

amazement. 

"How mystical..." 

"What in th...This is an actual village." 

"It looks like it came out of a fairytale..." 

All of them showed the same reaction of wonderment at the picturesque and enchanting village before 

them. 

The village was surrounded by tall trees that provided shade and shelter, and the lush colorful leaves 

rustle gently in the wind. 

In the center of the village stood a large, old-fashioned well, surrounded by cobblestone streets and 

quaint, colorful cottages. Each cottage had a thatched roof and a garden filled with fragrant flowers. 

Yet, the most mystical part about it was the villagers as they were walking humanoid and beautified 

plants, fungi, trees, and almost all of the plants' families! 



For the plants' families without the ability to terraform their shape, they release consciousness 

manifestations resembling floating ghosts like the previous mushrooms. 

Everyone seemed friendly and happy to be doing their chores, like tending to their gardens or the 

livestock of many unique and new farm animals. 

Felix and the others might not be sure, but all of them felt that despite its serene beauty, there was an 

underlying sense of danger in the villagers' eyes like they would never hesitate to protect their home 

and each other from danger. 

"They are looking at us...What do we do..." Olivia spoke under her breath nervously after realizing that 

all of the villagers' eyes were on them. 

"Don't be nervous." Felix smiled kindly as he stared back at the villagers after seeing that their eyes 

didn't carry malice but mere curiosity. 

He knew that in their eyes, they seem more like interesting aliens. 

"You want candy?" Selphie beamed a package of sweets and offered it with a gentle smile to a bunch of 

little flower kids in their ghost form. 

Unexpectedly, the moment the villagers' eyes landed on that sweets box, all of them had their eyes 

brightened up like they had seen a treasure! 

'Crap!' 

Felix knew that look never ends well, making him snatch the sweets box from Selphie's hand and beam 

it in his spatial card. 

This made the villagers' eyes turn dim again...Especially the kids, making Selphie feel bad. 

"Felix..." 

"We will give out our gifts to the Chief and Chieftain." Felix interrupted her, "It's best if they handled this 

since we have no idea of the situation here." 

All Felix and his companions knew was that the Elementals desired food, making them prepare tons of 

food from all types to win their favor. 

But this didn't mean that they should be throwing food on any Elemental they saw. 

Felix understood that in this sort of situation, it was best for the leaders to handle it so they wouldn't be 

causing mass chaos. 

"You're a smart little fella." 

Suddenly, a humanoid ghost of a white wooden tree manifested before Felix and his companions. 

Although he seemed to have praised Felix, he had a strict and distant expression. 

However, he was followed by a giant ghost of a humanoid sunflower, who had long golden hair, pinkish 

lips, fair skin, and was wearing a dress out of her own green leaves. 



She had the sweetest and kindest smile that was enough to melt anyone's heart and calm crying 

children with a mere look. 

When those two beings were standing next to each other, they truly resembled a stern father and a 

loving kind mother. 

The villagers seemed to think so too as they treated them with similar respect. 

"Chief Cloveris, Chieftess Sunflower, I have brought the guests." Miss Monaka informed politely. 

"Thank you, Monaka." Chieftess Sunflower showed an appreciative kind smile before turning to Felix 

and his companions. Then, she requested, "Please follow us to the village hall." 

Without saying much, they went after them, walking through the mystical village. 

It might seem serene and enchanting, but it was nowhere small...In fact, it could be considered a city 

based on size alone! 

After a few minutes of speed walking, Felix and the rest arrived at the biggest cottage in the village. 

What was surprising about it was the fact it was built inside a humongous thick white tree that was 

hollow from the middle. 

They took a set of stairs to reach the cottage while looking below them at the gathering villagers 

underneath the white tree. 

"This must be the Chief's body." Olivia murmured softly near Felix's ear not able to use the telepathic 

messaging anymore without Queen Ai's involvement. 

Just as Felix was about to agree with her, Chief Cloveris replied composedly, "It is not my body." 

"Ah...I am sorry." Olivia apologized hastily. 

"No need to apologize, It's my fault for not introducing myself properly." 

Chief Cloveris hovered in front of the hall's door and turned to them. He stared at them for a moment 

and then introduced himself with the same stern look, "I have been named Cloveris by Elder Strauvis. I 

am the consciousness of the entire Northern Forest and the chief of Emerald Glen village." 

While Olivia and the others gasped, Lady Sphinx and Fenrir didn't show much of a reaction as they had 

already anticipated his response after sensing his consciousness prowess. 

Felix and the others might not be able to see it, but Chieftain Cloveris' was emitting an insane intense 

aura that was big enough it covered the entire forest akin to a barrier! 

This made her understand that he had reach and control over everything inside this forest...Even them! 

He might be just a mere forest's consciousness, but they understood that he was an extremely 

dangerous individual, who could easily match primogenitors' consciousness strength in his territory! 

'This galaxy is truly filled with hidden dragons and crouching tigers.' Lady Sphinx smiled faintly, 'How 

interesting.' 



Chapter 1178 The True Terror Of Elementals.L 

"This is my wife, Chieftess Sunflower. She is the sunflower field surrounding the entire village and 

protecting it from invaders. If she didn't want you to find the village, you wouldn't have been able to 

find it even if you took flight." Chief Cloveris introduced his wife with a tint of pride and love in his tone. 

"Nice to meet you, everyone." Chieftess Sunflower bowed politely in front of everyone before adding, "If 

you need anything, just ask me." 

"Thanks for the hospitality." 

Felix and his companions bowed their heads back in appreciation, knowing that they would be 

unwelcomed in most areas due to being outsiders. 

"Take a seat." Chieftain Cloveris requested as he pointed at the living room inside the village hall. 

Just like all the cottage houses in this village, the chairs and tables were built with new and refined 

wood, making it seem like a craftsman had a hand in them. 

But in reality? It was just the villagers' own doings as all of them had wood/plant manipulation 

depending on their species. 

After everyone sat down, Chieftain Cloveris inquired with a firm tone, "First, I have to ask about your 

goal of coming all the way here." 

"It consists of two goals, meeting Lord Zurvan hopefully and taking advantage of the environment and 

time difference to get stronger." Felix answered truthfully, having no reason to be deceitful to the only 

people capable of helping him out. 

"Meeting Lord Zurvan? I don't think that's possible for even the elemental gods and goddesses." 

Chieftess Sunflower glanced at Lady Sphinx and Fenrir, believing that they were the ones seeing this 

meeting. 

"Is it really that difficult?" Felix knitted his eyebrows. 

"All I can tell you is that unless Lord Zurvan wants to meet you, you will never manage to find him even if 

you searched the entire galaxy." Chieftain Cloveris stressed. 

"I see..." 

"..." 

Both Felix and Noah showed obvious looks of immense disappointment. 

As for Olivia and the rest? They merely had confused looks since Felix had never told them about his 

revival plan. 

In his eyes, there was no need to open Olivia's wounds by giving her false hope after she finally 

embarked on her healing journey. 

Only he and Noah were still hung up on the matter and clearly, they would not stop trying until no other 

options were left unchecked. 
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"I don't know what you want exactly from Lord Zurvan, but I believe that he will give you some of his 

time." Chieftess Sunflower smiled gently, "He never allowed anyone to enter our galaxy regardless of 

what they offered...So, my advice is to just relax and wait for him to make contact." 

"Thank you for your comforting words." Felix and Noah seemed to have some light restored in their 

eyes. 

It might seem like Chieftess Sunflower merely said so to comfort them, but Felix truly believed her 

words. 

That's because he always felt deep down that Lord Zurvan wouldn't have allowed them entry into his 

galaxy just because of Lord Osiris' favor alone. 

What made him more convinced was the fact he gave him permission to bring companions when Felix 

didn't even ask for it. 

It was only common sense to think that Lord Zurvan must have plans for them...At least, that's what he 

hoped. 

"As for your training, can you expand on this?" Chieftain Sunflower asked with a confused tone. 

"Well, we chose this planet because it seemed to be one of the few ones with almost every type of 

environment in it." Felix clarified, "To train our elemental manipulations and runic spellcasting we 

require rich environments with the same elemental energies as our familiarities/affinities." 

"In my case, I desire to train in environments with rich poison, lightning, gemstone, sand, and water 

elemental energies."  

"Hmm? I thought outsiders can have only one elemental manipulation." Chieftain Cloveris was taken 

aback by Felix's varied list of elements. 

"You're right...My situation is just a bit special." Felix replied without going through the details. 

"I see..." Chieftain Cloveris glanced at the rest, "How about you?" 

"I'm only here for the time difference." Bodidi answered bluntly. 

"I require an environment with rich nature elemental energy." Olivia shared with a shy tone. 

"I hope for a rich nature, fire, earth, and wind elemental energy to learn new spells." Selphie bowed 

politely. 

"How about you?" Chieftain Cloveris asked the silent Noah. 

"Ice...Please." Noah replied expressionlessly, trying his best not to sound like a d*ckhead. 

Fortunately for him, Chieftain Cloveris' strict and solemn persona made him favor those straightforward 

answers. 

"Well, in the case of nature and earth elemental energy, there aren't many richer environments on this 

planet than my forest." Chieftain Cloveris shared as he eyed the girls, "So if you want to train those 

elements here, you are free to go for it. I will make sure no one will bother you." 



"Thank you, elder." 

"Much appreciated, elder." 

Selphie and Olivia showed their gratitude immediately. 

"As for you boys, all I can do is recommend you to North Pole Chief Arcturus and The Third Ocean Queen 

Merlinia, and see if they are in a good mood to help you out." Chieftain Cloveris informed. 

"I am greatly thankful for the recommendation...But, what about the others, elder? Is it possible for me 

to get in contact with them and seek a way to train in their territory?" Felix stressed, "I can even use 

food to buy an area or rent one." 

"Well, food can get you in favor with many Elementals around here, but you should understand that if 

you chose this path, you will get ripped off immensely." Chieftain Cloveris warned, "Not everyone is as 

easygoing as us. Some desert tribes, swamp tribes, and volcanic tribes are extremely hard to befriend. If 

they realize that you have a lot of food, they might not steal it from you due to Elder Strauvis' 

protection, but they will definitely clean you off in merely a decade or less." 

Upon hearing so, Felix couldn't help but knit his eyebrows deeply and start thinking of other options. 

In his mind, he believed that the food he brought would give him easy access to those territories to train 

his manipulations and spellcasting...But, it seemed like not everyone was as nice and kind as the 

Northern Forest tribe. 

Felix understood that even though he brought a crazy amount of food, if he showed that he was an easy 

target to swindle, he would be cleared off in no time and he would have no more bargaining chips in his 

pockets. 

After all, he could neither return to the alliance to bring more food nor make someone send him more 

without receiving permission. 

"If you want to make it around here, you need to understand the world's structure and personalities of 

each environmental chief." Chieftess Sunflower spoke softly, "Elder Strauvis is in the top five planets 

with the most intense conflicts occurring on monthly basis because of his nonchalant attitude towards 

conflicts. This gave birth to many tribes desiring to expand on their territory forcefully, not caring about 

encroaching on another tribe's territory." 

"Unfortunately for you, most of your desired environments are in a state of war and aren't too 

interested in hosting guests. So, if you want to get their approval to train in their territory and even 

receive their assistance in the matter, you will be forced to choose their side in the war and even 

participate in it if you are deemed worthy." 

"This is the only way to befriend them if you don't want to spend all of your food on buying their time." 

By the time Chieftain Sunflower went silent, Felix was left with a deep frown and quite a disgruntled 

expression. 

'Peaceful my ass!' 



In his ideal vision, he planned on coming here, bribing elementals with food, and training all of his 

manipulations and spells for the next thousands of years in absolute peace. 

Yet, his ideal vision had crumbled on his first day here at the notion that the planet he chose was in 

deep water in terms of conflict. 

Felix shouldn't really be blamed on this matter since the propaganda span by the Elementals' 

representatives in the alliance made them seem like the friendliest and most peaceful race in the 

universe. 

This would drive anyone to assume that the galaxy would be voided of conflict. 

'You were really duped.' Asna chuckled at his misfortune. 

'Based on Chief Cloveris' words, it seems like only the water people will be interested in welcoming me 

without strings attached.' Felix rubbed his eyelids, 'I will have to get myself involved deeply with other 

tribes if I wanted to train my other elements.' 

"Am I really allowed to join such native battles as an outsider?" Felix asked, hoping for a rejection. 

"You are the first outsiders we have, so there isn't really any rule about it." Chief Cloveris added, "Plus, I 

doubt Elder Strauvis will care about it." 

"I do think he should." Bodidi bragged, "Boss is one of the strongest fighters in the alliance. If he joined 

those wars, they will be ended on the same day." 

"..." 

"..." 

Chief Cloveris and Chieftess Sunflower glanced at each other and then at the irritated and slightly 

embarrassed Felix before chuckling simultaneously. 

Ow!! 

Felix elbowed Bodidi in a swift moment before trying to make amends for his reputation, "Please don't 

mind him...He doesn't know what he is talking about." 

"Haha, it's alright, it's alright." Chieftess Sunflower smiled gently at the wincing Bodidi and advised him 

with good intentions, "If you want to survive on our planet, it's best that you forget everything from 

your home." 

"What do you mean?" Bodidi changed his attitude after realizing that he must have spoken too rashly. 

"Elementals' strength depends heavily on their consciousness' prowess and elemental manipulation. In 

terms of consciousness prowess, all the chiefs on this planet were born out of environments that 

stretched for thousands and thousands of kilometers. Since our age is relatively much higher than the 

outsiders, our consciousness' prowess continued to grow until we could be considered posing a serious 

threat to even primogenitors in our territories." Chief Cloveris got closer to Bodidi's face and said calmly, 

"So unless you make your masters fight your battles, you can forget about defeating a single chief on 

this planet." 



Chapter 1179 The True Terror Of Elementals.Ll 

Bodidi was forced to swallow a mouthful in dread as his entire world had been flipped upside down at 

the chief's statements. 

Even Selphie, Noah, and Olivia were somewhat taken aback as they always assumed that the 

primogenitors were the strongest beings in the universe. 

Yet now, they hear that it would be hard for them to deal with the chiefs on this planet...It was too hard 

to swallow. 

"Don't be giving us those looks." Fenrir said expressionlessly, "Those chiefs merely have a close 

consciousness prowess as us, making it impossible to defeat them by using our spiritual pressure." 

"He is right." Chieftess Sunflower nodded, "We might be able to match their spiritual pressure, but it 

doesn't mean that we can defeat them in a normal battle. The only condition that makes it possible to 

survive their onslaughter is if Elder Strauvis or Foremother Siaseme stripped them out of using their 

elemental manipulation." 

"That's possible?!" Olivia exclaimed. 

"Of course it is." Lady Sphinx cleared her doubts composedly, "As long as we are in Strauvis' celestial 

body, he has rulership over elements and laws. If he wants, he can disable the sand elemental energy 

and laws, making it impossible for us to manipulate something that doesn't exist. He can even take it a 

step further and disable neutral energy to ban us from converting it into elemental energy." 

This was the true horror of Elementals in their own environments as they were considered as nature 

itself awakening!! 

Even the primogenitors knew that they could not mess with nature since she had a firmer control of 

elements than them. 

After all, nature was part of the universe while they were merely normal creatures who got bestowed 

with those gifts. 

Sure those gifts turned them into gods, but in front of nature itself? Even the strongest of them all was 

absolutely hopeless against Foremother Siaseme in her territory! 

Felix wasn't an idiot to enter the Elementals Galaxy before making thorough research from all sources to 

understand what he was going to be dealing with. 

 So, he already knew that as long as he was in the Elementals Galaxy, it was best to avoid fights with the 

natives as they were considered supreme in their environments. 

"Isn't that just a god in disguise?" Bodidi took a deep breath. 

"It's not farfetched to call him as such since he holds the fates of everyone on his celestial body." Fenrir 

agreed calmly like none of this was considered a threat to him. 

It was for a good reason. 
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"The universe is a just and balanced place...We might be considered gods in our own bubbles, but the 

moment we exit it, we lose almost all of our strength and prowess, making it possible for even you to 

defeat us." Chieftess Sunflower confessed with a gentle smile as she eyed Felix and the others. 

"Now it makes sense." Bodidi sighed in relief. 

He really was on the verge of a mental breakdown at the thought that the Elementals Galaxy could 

easily run down the entire alliance's territory whenever they desired. 

"Is this why conflicts are happening between the tribes?" Felix inquired, "Chiefs desiring to conquer 

more territories and expand their consciousness' range, allowing them more freedom to exert their 

domain?" 

"That's merely a small part of it." Chief Cloveris nodded in agreement before adding, "The real reason is 

that with more territory gained, new elemental stones mines get created without harming the 

ecosystem. This allows the tribes to trade for more of the alliance's food." 

"In the end, it all returns to food." 

Selphie smiled wryly, feeling a bit uncomfortable with the thought that the Elementals were going 

through so much trouble and even waging wars against each other for mere basic food. 

"I am sorry but I have always wondered..." Olivia asked with a curious tone, "Why don't you guys learn 

how to cook your own food? I don't think it's hard to learn some of our recipes and recreate them here." 

"Who told you we aren't already doing that?" Chieftess Sunflower smiled, "We cook what we can but 

since we really don't need the food for nutrition but just for the taste, it's hard to rival the wide range of 

the alliance's cuisine." 

"Makes sense." 

Felix understood that it was like this also on Earth and every other planet in the alliance. 

One could try his very best to make the best pizza, but it would still not be as great as pizzas made by 

the OG Italians chefs. 

The same applied to the Elementals as no matter how much they tried to copy the alliance's cuisine, the 

taste would always be lacking compared to the real deal. 

Hence, it was best to just trade their useless elemental stones for the best food instead of focusing 

completely on just making their own food. 

Honestly, if the Elementals were allowed another source of entertainment, they wouldn't have batted 

an eye on the food. 

Alas...This was the only thing that could be traded with the alliance and bring them some sense of joy. 

"Speaking about food, is there a warehouse in the village?" Felix shared, "We didn't come empty-

handed and we hope to repay your hospitality with at least some food." 

"You don't have to repay us with anything." Chieftess Sunflower smiled kindly, "We accepted to be your 

host without any ulterior motives." 



"I know, but we still insist." Felix stressed, "Please, just take it as a gift from your guests." 

Seeing that Olivia and the others seemed to be hell-bent on paying them back, Chief Cloveris could only 

accept their gifts to not make the situation too awkward...It was bad manners to reject a gift if it meant 

well. 

So, the chief and chieftess took Felix and his companions to the nearest warehouse while they were 

being followed closely by most of the villagers. 

Although it seemed quite intimidating to be followed by thousands of different plants and ghosts, no 

one seemed to be afraid since they always kept a respectful distance. 

"This is a bit too small for what we prepared." Felix commentated as he scanned the wooden warehouse 

that was as big as a standard house...It was already half full with many containers. 

'Whatever, I will give them the rest later on.' 

Without further ado, Felix beamed giant red and blue metallic shipment cargo containers in front of the 

warehouse, putting them one after the other until a towering metallic cube was built by them. 

Felix opened them with his AP Bracelet, leaving the villagers to have their mouths and eyes wide open at 

the magnificent sight inside those containers! 

The children were drawn to the containers packed with colorful candy boxes filled with Chocolate bars, 

Gummy bears, Skittles, Jelly beans, Taffy, Hard candy, Lollipops, Mints, Caramels, Licorice, and hundreds 

more different sweets. 

As for the adults? They felt their souls rejuvenated at all sorts of packed-up dishes, ranging from Pizzas, 

Pastas, Steaks, Seafood, Tacos, Sushi, Salads, Sandwiches, Fried Chicken, and to Barbecue ribs! 

This wasn't all as Felix brought with him other types of desire fulfillment such as cigarettes, cigars, 

pongs, and many different drugs to be enjoyed. 

He knew that Elementals could not be affected negatively by them or get addicted, leaving only the 

good euphoric side of drugs. 

"It's chocolate!! It's chocolate!" 

"Finally I can taste the alliance's heaven-defying fried chicken again!" 

"Are those cigars? Holy, I heard they have been banned!"  

Whether it was an old villager or a young one, every one of them was beyond ecstatic by Felix's 

collection of gifts. 

"I still have more, but I doubt this warehouse will hold everything." Felix said. 

"This is already too much for us!" Chieftess Sunflower waved her hand in agitation as she stared at the 

mountain of containers. 

"Is it?" Olivia tilted her head in confusion, feeling like she was overreacting over dozens of containers. 



"Believe it or not, this is the largest package of food we have gotten ever." Chief Cloveris said with a 

faint bitter smile. 

"For real?" 

This news took even Felix by surprise, don't even mention the rest. 

"He isn't lying to you." Miss Monaka explained calmly, "You must assume that our entire galaxy should 

be swimming in the alliance's food since it is an available resource." 

Olivia and the others nodded in agreement...In their minds, the alliance would never reject trading more 

elemental stones for mere food. 

"But, you are failing to account for one point..." Miss Monaka sighed, "The massive time difference 

between us." 

Chapter 1180 A Cheat Way To Assault The Origin Realm. 

Everything clicked in their minds after hearing her response. 

Before getting interested in the Elementals' Galaxy, none of them knew about the time difference since 

the Elementals had done a great job of keeping it a secret. 

This made them continue assuming that the trade between them and the alliance was normal. 

But in reality? Having the time difference at a hundred made it impossible for the alliance to keep up 

with the Elementals' food demand. 

After all, a mere year was considered a hundred in the Elementals Galaxy. 

This implied that by the time the food run out in the Elementals Galaxy, not much time had passed in 

the eyes of the alliance. 

"To avoid crashing the elemental stones market by overflowing it, we have decided to limit the trades to 

a reasonable number even if it meant our people spending years without tasting the alliance's food." 

Miss Monaka sighed. 

Felix and the others understood that if they didn't do so, the elemental stones would be diluted in value, 

which would cause the quantity of food traded to reduce slowly with time. 

Instead of falling for this and getting taken advantage of by the alliance, it was better for them to be the 

ones controlling the flow of the elemental stones market. 

This naturally resulted in having not enough delicious food going around in the galaxy, which turned it 

into a treasured resource. 

"I don't understand, why don't you ignore the alliance and sell your elemental stones directly to the 

consumers to earn much more coins." Olivia tilted her head in confusion, "This will allow you to buy 

food directly as well from any empire you choose...Isn't it much better?" 

"It is much better." Miss Monaka shook her head, "Unfortunately, our partnership forbids us from going 

around the official alliance's trades." 
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"They can do that? Aren't you part of the inner circle?"  

"We might be an inner circle race, but we haven't signed the same contract as the others." Miss Monaka 

shared, "The ten rulers wanted access to our galaxy or at least establish the UVR's network there. 

However, our refusal made them consider us as mere business partners instead of actual allies." 

In other words, even though the Elementals Race was an inner circle member, their benefits were 

actually much fewer than outer circle races. 

Even though the alliance desired their elemental stones heavily, it didn't mean that they would allow 

them to walk over them. 

Thus, just like the Elementals limited the alliance's involvement in their galaxy, the alliance also limited 

their involvement in their matters. 

It was a fair trade. 

"Anyway, if you guys desired more food, please don't hesitate to let us know." Felix said as he watched 

the villagers clamoring with heated looks directed at the containers, knowing that it was mean to keep 

teasing them like this. 

"As I have already told you, this is more than enough." Chieftess Sunflower smiled, "Save the rest for 

your journeys, you will be needing it a lot." 

"For now, how about we show you your lodging?" Chief Cloveris remarked. 

"Please." 

Felix and his companions followed Chief Cloveris through the trees and cottages, leaving Chieftess 

Sunflower to handle the distribution of the food to the villagers. 

It was clear that everyone here had an insane mastery over their consciousness control as they were 

using strong telekinesis without breaking a sweat. 

When Felix looked behind him, he saw a heartwarming sight of the villagers lining up and receiving their 

portion of the food with big smiles on their faces. 

Whenever someone took his portion, he didn't escape or seem afraid of having it stolen. Instead, he 

went to his nearest villager and invited him to eat with him. 

Even the kids did the same with their candies and chocolates, creating big groups with various types of 

candy, so each one could taste a different candy. 

'Food might be the only source of happiness to them. Yet, they seem content with whatever they got.' 

Asna commentated. 

'Being content is a virtue that is going extinct slowly in the alliance.' Felix smiled bitterly, knowing that 

he was also void of such emotion as his ambition and greed made it impossible to be content with his 

achievements. 

Those Elementals' reaction was a pure example that happiness was correlated with the content of one's 

possessions and life in general. 



It didn't matter if one was a king who had everything in his life, if he wasn't content, he would never be 

as happy as a content underprivileged person... 

... 

Sometime later, Felix and his companions could be seen sitting in a circle on the floor of a humble 

wooden cottage. 

Lady Sphinx and Fenrir were sitting on the only available chairs in the cottage...This was Felix's personal 

cottage and the others were also given their own homes. 

After he showed it to them, he informed them that there would be a small welcoming party in the 

village's plaza at midnight...Then, he departed, giving them some privacy. 

"I think it's best to spend the next centuries or so in the Emerland Glen Village." Felix suggested, "Oli and 

Selphie can improve here and I can learn new space spells." 

Although Felix was told that he would be recommended to The Third Ocean Queen Merlinia so he could 

improve his water manipulation, he didn't want to seize the opportunity right now. 

In his eyes, since he was already here with everyone, it was best to take advantage of the situation to 

learn as much as possible from Selphie about spatial spells until he hit a hurdle...Then, he could switch 

to focusing on his manipulations. 

"You guys do what you want, I will be taking Noah to the North Pole." Fenrir shared calmly. 

"Are you planning to stay there until he is ready to break through the Origin Realm?" Lady Sphinx 

inquired. 

"I still have no clue if he can even pull it off or not, but getting there mentally and physically is a good 

start." Fenrir replied. 

Felix and Olivia couldn't help but frown a bit at the thought of breaking through the Origin Realm. 

In the bloodline integration system, it was extremely straightforward...Only those with a great will to 

transcend their race by devouring the last bloodline integrated would be rewarded proportionally. 

The rest end up getting killed without another chance to make amends. 

It might seem straightforward, but in the eyes of most 6th replacement bloodliners, it was nothing but a 

way to seek early death. 

After all, something such as 'Will' or mental fortitude couldn't be really measured. 

This made it almost impossible for anyone to be 100% certain about their breakthrough to the Origin 

Realm. 

So, only the bloodliners who reached the end of their longevity decide to throw what remained of their 

lives at a wild chance of breaking through the Origin Realm. 

Unfortunately, even though all of those bloodliners had lived ten thousand years if not more, and had 

enough wisdom to be shared for generations, they still ended up failing this step. 



So, the 'Will' wasn't defined by age. 

It was this difficult for normal bloodliners with mere beastial bloodlines...Now, imagine being daring 

enough to devour a primogenitor's bloodline! 

"I am fairly certain that it's possible for you to help out in the process." Lady Sphinx said calmly as she 

eyed Fenrir, "As long as you can control your bloodline and keep it dormant in the process, it will be 

devoured without many issues." 

Only Olivia and Bodidi seemed taken by Lady Sphinx's statement. 

Fenrir, Felix, and Noah already knew that there was a great possibility of cheating the breakthrough by 

utilizing the primogenitor's help! 

After all, the beastial bloodlines inside the bloodliners were wild and acting based on instinct, making it 

impossible to conclude the process without a hellish battle. 

But in the case of primogenitors' bloodliners? There wasn't such an issue. 

"I don't know, that seems cheap and undeserved." Fenrir replied with a solemn tone, "If there is one 

thing I am certain about in this universe, is that actions have an equal effect." 

"I think so too." Felix nodded, "If we ended up breaking through the Origin Realm in this easy manner, I 

have a feeling that we will be f*cked big time in terms of strength enhancement." 

Felix understood that Origin Realm was a huge milestone for a bloodliner since it was the time when he 

legit undergoes a permanent metamorphosis. 

If it was successful, he emerge as a new race with a human foundation. 

He felt that the extreme difficulty and challenge were a testament to the universe, that this new race 

was deserving of his metamorphosis. 

If primogenitors interfered in the process, it wasn't known if the process would work or not...The only 

thing that Felix was sure about is that his metamorphosis would be undeserving. 

"Well, all of this is still mere speculation." Fenrir said as he patted the silent Noah's shoulder, "My boy 

here has already decided to go through the process without my help. So, the only thing I can do is 

prepare him for it." 

"Make sure to call us when you are about to go through it." Lady Sphinx said, "It will be helpful data for 

Felix." 

Everyone here knew that Felix still had one more bloodline in his path...So, he was still far from 

assaulting the Origin Realm compared to those two. 

Unbeknownst to them, Felix's situation was quite unique and there were still doubts about whether the 

next bloodline would be his last or not! 

The only one to truly find out was by entering the 6th replacement stage and see if his 1% human 

bloodline was able to accept newer primogenitors' bloodlines or tap out like most humans. 



Until then, everything was mere speculation, which was why Felix and his masters rarely brought out 

this subject... 

 


